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Gmail  RE: Wow! The best bagels ever!

Garrett Levenbrook <garrettoriginal@gmail.com>

RE: Wow! The best bagels ever!
Garrett Levenbrook <garrett@originalbagel.com>
To: Garrett Levenbrook <garrett@originalbagel.com>

Mon, Apr 24, 2017 at 11:25 AM

 Forwarded message 
From: Dave Harris <dave@originalbagel.com>
Date: Mon, Apr 24, 2017 at 11:14 AM
Subject: RE: Wow! The best bagels ever!
To: Niki
Hi Niki,
Thank you very much for making the effort to send such positive feedback.
It takes extra time, effort and money to make bagels the authentic way but
we feel the end result is worth it!
Since we're not a retail store we don't get to talk directly with customers
often, so your email means a great deal. I will be sure to share it with
our team.
Thanks again for your kind words and we'll see if we can introduce Tony's to
some more flavors.
Best regards,
Dave

Original Message
From: Niki
Sent: Saturday, April 22, 2017 10:03 PM
To: dave@originalbagel.com
Subject: Wow! The best bagels ever!
Hello, Dave,
I have a neighbor who has extolled the virtue of New Jersey bagels for
years, so much so that we tried making them some months back. (A total
disaster!) Quite by accident, I came across your bagels at Tony's Market in
Countryside, IL. I quickly called my neighbor to get him on track to
experience bagel Nirvana! Today, only two varieties were found in the
sparse pickings at Tony's. Obviously others have discovered your delectable
products, in spite of the fact that they are tucked next to the entry door
on a fairly small rack. We LOVE the Asiago and sesame varieties and hope
the store will stock more varieties in the near future. Congratulations on
your endeavors to not only deliver a sublime product, but to maintain a
green operation in the process. Your bagels rock!
Niki
Sent from my iPad
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